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FOREWORD

Mass communications play a crucial role in the develop-
ment of ctivic19Mpetence. Young people and, adults derive.
Information about public affairs from television, .newspapers,
radio, and magazines. The media act as intermediaries
between the public and their officials and between various
groups that compose local communities. And the choices the
media must` make what stories to cover and how to cover
them influence citizens' priorities, determining the issues
about which they are concerned.

In the fall' of 1977, the USOE Citizen Education Staff
sponsored a workshop on the role of, the media in citizen
education. It was conducted by the University of Michigan and
attended by scholart as well as practitioners from commercial
and public television, newspapers, and magazines. While
stressing the importance of free speech and a free press, the
conferees recommended: (1) Efforts to provide access to the
various Channels of the mass media for all sectors of society;
(2) support for developing professional production capacities
for those seeking access; and (3): expansion of the number of
outlets in 'ord9f to present more diversified, views of what
makeva better' ssociety.

These recommendations ieflect a number of recent
developments, in communications and policy oncerning this
field. In the past kw years, there has been growing public
interest in increasing access to media, broadening the diver-
sity of media content, and. encouraging responsiveness to
public needs. -A variety of citizen groups has been increasingly
active in seeking these goals, in order to assure a more
effective system of freedon3 of expression.
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COMMUNICATIONS TODAY
..

This is one of the rriOst portentous moments in the
developinent of America's system of free, expression. A new
com.muriications environment is rapidly being 'created by
major technological innovations; two-way, interactive cable.
television, videodisks, videocassettes, communication sat-
ellites, and optical fibers are stimulating a rethinking of
mass communication policy..

Currently, Congress has before it bills that deal with
almost every aspect of communications.. The most sweeping
is legislation introduced by Rep. Lionel Vari Deer lin (D-
ealif.). chairman of the House' SUbcommittee on Com-
munications. His proposal 'would drastically alter the entire
telecommunication system, moving from a governmental
policy of regulation to a system responsive to market
demands.1/

. *
President Carter has. also submitted major legis- -

lation. His bill is designed to strengthen the public
bfoadcasting system by promoting better insulation from
inappropriate politibal influence, by providing for greater
accountability to the public, and by stimulating participations
on the .part of minorities and women.2/ In additiontbe
House Subcommittee on Communications has submitted 6.
bill that calls for similar tanges in public broadcastingd/
(The Carnegie Commission, Public Broadcasting, will be
issuing a major policy. report'by the beginning of 1979 on the

-future-6f publie television and radio.)
,

Each bill is controversial, with concern centering'
around the proper role of Government in the development of
a 'system of free expression and the possibility of designing a
system Vat will serve not only the interests of business and
advertisihg but also the needs of the public. These bills
imply, however, that there is growing dissatisfaction with
the current system; all sponsors are intent on creating more
diversity, access, and participation.

/
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For the past decade, these goals have headed the
agenda of citizens interested in reforming the media. Since
1966, when a landmark decision by the U.S. Cowl of Appeals
in the District of Columbia held that public groups were
"parties in interest" in Federal Communication Commission
license renewal proceedings, coalitions of 'community or-
ganizations, public interest and social service groups, and
national media reform organizations have achieved sig-
nificant changes in local and national television and radio.4/
They have successfully" fought against racial stereotyping on
programs, against barriers to equal employment oppor-.
tunities, and against excessive violence and commercialism
in television programs for children. They have also helped

. promote access and 'greater diversity of programs and
opinions.

1

Concern about the media and their cloWer to influence
events and control information has also come from other

rctors. Social scientists have produced evidence on the
armful effects of television on children; they have investi-

gated the growing influence of the media on our political
process and its power to shape public opinion; and they' have
examined the underlying causes of media behavior.5/

Public officials, most notably fori-ner Vice-President
Spiro Agnew, have accused the media of bias in their news
coverage, making it impossible for citizens to accurately
understand the events of the day. And the business
community, particularly Mobil Oil Co., has argued that
because of technological and professional-limitations, the
media have distorted information about the energy crisis and
confused the public about the proper course for public
policy./

1 .

It is important to sort out these charges, as welLas.-
look at where our system of expression has been and where
it could be heading. Only after such an examination will the
implications of this moment for citizen education be clear. ,

The purpose of this essay is fivefold: .

2
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1. To explore the rationale that underlies our system
of freedom of expression so as to clarify the need for
diversity, access, and participation in mass communication;

2. To examine the social science research that has
developed on the media;

, 3. To look at _citizen activity in this area;
4. To review current legislative pl'oposals; and
5. To explore the new technological innovations

becoming available.

THE SYSTEM OF FREEDOM OF EXPRESSIONi
No democracy can function without the right to speak

and the right to hear diverse information and ideis. This
corirept has its roots in the Greek notion of a democratic
state: freedom of expression was seen as essential to the
attainment of political and moral truth. And it served as
the underlying rationale for the First Amendment to our
Constitution.

As Professor Thomas Emerson has written, the de-
velopment of a 'system of expression was seen by the
Founding Fathers as an essential means of assuring in-
dividual self-fulfillment, of permitting-citizens their right to
share in the common decisions that affect therh, and df
providing a method of maintaining the balance between
stability and change in A democratic societY.7/

Under ,the First Amendment, a series of rights has
been established to promote a system of expression: he
right to form and had beliefs and opinions; the right to
communicate ideas, opinions, and information through any
medium; the right to heir the views of others; the right to
inquire and have access to information; and the right to
assemble to form associations.8/

3
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Throughout' most of the history of this country, the :
prime Injunction of the First Amendment has been perceived
as the limits it placed on the power of the state to interfere
with or abridge free- expression.9 / More recently, however,
the argument has been made that the Federal Government.
has an affirmative obligation to ensure that a marketplace
of ideas and viewpoints exists.10/

Much recent, evidence indicates t the private sector
currently fails to reflect the diversity ot,gpinion ein society
or provide sufficient access for the needs otndividuals and
groups. Important debate is 'foreclosed and .rifteanry ideas
and information are not exposed. The growth of ethe public'
brOadcasting system 'during the past 10 years is one
indication of Ahe assumption of a major governmental role in
promoting a.,ffiarketplace o( ideas and expressionl

Before examining this development and related mat-
, ters, it is important to look at the research on the media and

its audience.

SOCIAL SCIENCE RESEARCH ON THE MEDIA*

M'Ost people assume that the media have a tremendous
influence on increasing knowledge and awareness of issues,
and on bhanging attitudes, behavior, and values. Research
does not bear this out, however. Two statements summarize
how the audience reacts to,media' mestages:

1,. in the coverage' of a' topic, the amount and
sequence of its presentation, the channels it is car ied in.
and the time of day it appears will greatly affect w ther it
will be seen, read, or heard by the audience; and

*Much of this discussion is basidon materials presented at a
workshop on the media sponsored by the Citizen Education
staff. A-summary paper of the workshop was prepared by
the Marsh Center for ,the Study of Journalistic Performance,
the Mass Comniunication Doctoral Program, the Center for
Political Studies, and the Center for Research on the
Utilization of Scientific Knowledge at the University of
Michigan.
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2. the structural location or the individual (working,
studYiiig, being a hornemaker),the interest others around him
or' her have in it, the amount of previous knowledge, and -
whether these is a funotionaf outcome of knowing about the
topic will account for learning.about.the topic .11/

These two statements address learning and not atti-
tudes," values, or behaviors. ...The classic statement in this
area is that of Klapper: the media are more likely to
reinforce than chtingdiattitudes, values, and behaviors.12/

. Recent sOcjal science work, however, points to a
modifichtion of this position: Professor ,Steven H. Chaffee, ;
writing on political socialization, finds that the mass media

particularly -teletvislon and newspapers constitute the
principal source 'of: political Information for' young, people, .
and have considerable impact in .determining the geperal.,
topics people are .concerned. with. He states that young
'people attribute to The media considerable influence on 'their
political opinions, in addition to informative power. Chaffee
concludes that the .news media are not as;poiverful in
stimulating 'political activity as in cognitive ,effects.13 /

Chaffee's ,findings are corroborated by the work of
VCombs and haw, who report that the media may not be
successful much of the time in telling people what to think,
but that they are stunningly successful in telling their
readers what to think aboilt, i.e., the details of campaigning
rather than the issues between candidates. In short; the
media have an agenda-setting function.14/ Evidence gath-
ered by George Comstock supports, this claim: He found
that most people received -more information' about issues
from political chmpaign cornrfieicials than they did from
television news coverage.15t

5
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The media hive 'theSe effedts and perform these
'functions largely because of structural constraints. Tra-
ditional research on the mass media has looked at the people
involved, their craft orientation, nd the products they

produce.16/ An increasingly popu approach has been to
examine media bureaucracies117/ egardless of the ap-
proach, it has become obvious tha conomic conditions
ikargely diterm)ne what,is. produced, ho muc at what rate;

. for what medium, and for what audienc
/ .

Although democratiC normative theory attaches pri-
mary importance to the discussion of public, issues, it _is
clear that some segments of the media see themselves
primarily as entertainets The economic bases upon which
each survives h &ve much to do with whether' the particular
medium produces "e414cational," "informative," or "enter-:.\
taining" contept televisiOn for example, is an oligopoly
and acts in accordance .wit'h this model . of economic
behavior. it has a restricted number of suppliers and

.distributokt feint channels, a focus on a national market, and0,
programs that are based on a small number of familiar
formats, genres, and plots. Television, in pagtiplar, writes
Professor Paul Hirsch:

.

47.

.
...is less distracted Than any other mass
pia by loyalties to such non-economic
goals as editorial policy and standards,
generations of falitily ownership or idiosyn-
cratic decisi&ns based on personal taste:

,

It is ah economic institution, tint and
foremost, regponsive to market forces, and
concerned only incidentally with,qulstions
about its,bzciader culthal role or possible
effects on a Nation of viewers.18/

et.
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Newspapers can also be viewed through an economic
le6. ;Many are local monopolies and an increasing number
are owned by chains. Craft traditions and occupational
%norms no.w must interact with new economic and 'or-
ganizational conditions that may not provide an adeqpate
climate for the broadest and most representative expression
of views in'c community or an adequate description of public
events. For example, circulation expansion may be possible
only in affluent suburbs. Urban news must thus be balanced

*against suburban news not because of "objective" news
eriteria but because of marketing decisions made at national
chain headquarters.19/.

;
-p Obviougy, the political and economic system found in

. the United . States provides a different set of inedia
structures than may be found in other countries. Foy
example, in Canada commercial television no-exists with a
government-financed Crown Corp. which has a national
mandate to provide information and cultural content bearing
on national identity. In Mexico, private activity dominates
communication, and the government rarely interferes with
the market.. In Eastern European countries, the State
controls television. Differences can also be found among
the magazine, newspaper, radio, and took publishing in-
dustries in each of these countries.20/,
,.' *The point is that there is no way to separate the mass

..dietlia system from the larger social system.,

Clearly, some of the mass media are concern ed with
' prOviding information about public affairs for an audience

specifically interested in this area. The most obvious case is
books. Another is magazines. Here publioitions range from
those Inmost solely concerned with, instructing on public
issues, such as the New Republic or the National Review, to
magazines that .focus on news summaries and analysis, such
as Time and Newsweek, to magazines that provide incidental
political information, such as Ms. or, Playboy. Finfilly,,
newspapers provide news, news analysis, editorials, col-
umnists, and letters to the editors as well as information on
a variety of other areas:

7



Audience and Public Information

Even- if the media were more inclined . to present
information about public affairs, social science research
indicates that such information would be handled in a

. different manner by different members- of the, society
because of a "knowledge gap."

The "knowledge gap hypothesis," proposed by Tiehenor,
Donohue, and Olien, asserts that "as the infusion of mass
media information into a social system increases, segments
of the populatiosoyith higher socio-economic status (SES)
tend to acquire tffs information at a faster rate than the
lower status segments, so that the gap in information
between these segments tends to, inerease."21/ This hy-
pothesis thus' implies that attempts to equalize the distri-
bution of information within a social system through mass
media are bound not only to fail, but actually to increase
inequality.

iTichenor and his associates list five factors which may
account for widening Osps: (1) Differences in communication
skills betty et and lowtr SES persons; (2) differences
in existing knowledge from prior-exposure; (3) differences in
amount of social contact relevant to the topic under study
(i.e., public affairs); (4) differences in .exposure and re-
tention of information; and (5) the middle-class orientation
of the print media which are the pritnary source of public
affairs information.22/ Katzman, who has studied gaps
between those with more ands knowledge, offers a list
that includes: (1) Differences in communication skills due to
differences in.education; (2) differences in ability to make
use of new information due to differences in the individual's
existing, knowledge; (3) differences in Access to new com-
munications technology due to differences in financial
resources; and (4) differences in motivation to use com-
munication resources.23/

r
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S6 far, mass cornniunicati 'research has focused on
two categories of causal factors: `audience- related factors
Such as'ability (e.g., conimunication mOltimation, and
media baiavior (e.g., exposure), which are held to be the
causes of the widening gaps; and message -rested effects,
which are held to be the causes of narrowing gapi, The
exceptions to this generalization are Donohue, and
Olien's'argument (1975) that the .gaps, may be reduced
through a motiyation to acquire pie; Wormation, and .
Katzman's argument that gaps may be Meped through
unequal access to'communication technOlogy.20

N."

It is iniportant to keep in mind inforiation from such
fields as education, developmental. psychology, alb poverty
research. Recent writing in these fields Indicates a shift
awex from interest in characteristics of the and
toward.a study of the factors in the social fljntWn which
originate and maintain SES-related differentials. The major
thrust of this thinking is that persOns from -differeil social II
strata and/or cultures manifest their abilities in dffferent
circumstances and, further, that these circumstances are
predictable and reasonable given, the differences in status
and culturg. The behavior of the individual is viewed as an
understandable, even logical? adaptation to his Environment
and place ia the social system. This is in strong contrast to 4
the deficit interpretation that the individual is deficient in
both motigatiOn and ability to deal the ,dolninant
oulture.25/ .' s ..

%. slNI . ....
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Ettema and.Kline have thui reformulated the knOwl-
edge gap hypothesis relating to the effects for learning as

.follows:

.
At

As the infusion of mass media infor-
mation into a social system increases,
segments, of the Oopulatioh motivated
to acquire,lhat inforniat ion and /or for
which that information is functional
tend to acquire the information at a,
faster rate than those not motivated or
for which it is snot functional, so that
the gap in knowledge between these
segments tends to increase rather 'than.
decrease.26/

What are the implications of this research for current
proposals to change the media *and ford, citizen groups
interested in media reform? First, it would Seem to indicate
that much more needs to be done before definitive answers
will be available on how the media affect political so-
cialization and knowledge about public affairs. Second, the
media shoult not be viewed in stich'simplistic terms as being
motivated @IX personal biases or liberal ideology; rather their
behavior has its roots in organization and economic ffictors.
Change these factors and there will be "ban alteration. in
behavior and product.. And finally, one of the major goals of
citizens groups an increase of informatinn to all segments
of the audience may require more than jusl'a change in
the media. It seems that substantial work needs to be done
to alter viewing habits and to increase the skill level of the
audience.

With these considerations in mind, it is important now!
to review some of the areas that have been the focus of
reform. These include minority participation; the de-
velopment of the Public,Broadcasting System, the Movement

e to reduce 'the violence and commercialism directed at
children, and the creation of public service advertisements.

17
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MINORITIES AND THE MEDIA

I There hastbeen some improvement in the 10 Nara
since the Kerner Commission scored the media for its hiring i
practices and its portrayal of black conditiOns. .

t

t
. 1

Television has brought the Nation such distinguished
programs- about the black exierience as "Roots" and the 4
"Autobiography of Miss Jane Pitman" as well as developing ,

news broadcasts that have dealt with ghetto life and race
relations. Pubic television has developed Thincrity programs
and has made, money available to support minority activities
and professional ttaining projects; in 1973, for example, it
launched the Minority Training Grants Program, a project
designed to encourage stations to seek out minority persons
for training in management or creative professional areas or
to train and upgrade minority persons already employed.27/
Urban newspapers have improved reporting about minorities,
increased their sensitivity' to minority' problems,v.and do-
velopgd more supportive editorial policies.281

.' .

At the highest level of authority, however he picture
is dismal. Minorities, constitute approximately 20 percent of
the population but they control less than 1 percent of the
8,500 commercial radio and television stations currently in
operation.29/Of the 189 chief executive pfficers in public
television -Rations only five are minority group members.
Of the 134 public television executives who have esponsi-
bility for ddeigning local program schedules, only two are
minority group members. (These two persons have responsi-
bility for the Virgin Islands and Puerto Rico St4tions.92-_.//
In 1977 'over 900 public radio and television statipns
did not .employ one minority person or woman on a
full-time basis.

I
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Conditions are no better in the field of journalism.
Between 1967-1977, the number of black professionals on
daily newspaper's went from 25 to about 300, or less than 1
percent of the approximately. 40,000 professional print
journalists. In 1975, blacks constituted 3 'percent pf
broadcast news professionals. Few blacks are in executive
positions. About 100 of the black print journalists work for
major newspapers such as the Washington Post (25, or 10
percent of the total) and the New York Times. The
remaining 200 are scattered among the other 1,700 news-
papers in the country.32/

If minorities are without access to ownership and
executive positions, the ability of the media to provide an
accurate account of minority life and race relations can tie
doubted. The U.S. District Court of Appeals, in TV 9 Inc. v.
F.C.C., raced the question of the relationship of ownership
to content and diversity:

)

The fact that other applicants propose
to present the view of . . . minority
groups in . their programing although

k relevant, does not offset the fact that
it is upon ownership that public policy
places. primary reliance with respect to
diversification of content; and that his-

, toric,11.y it, has proven to be sig-
nifictintly influential with "respect to
editorial comment and the presentation
of news.33/ :

The need for minorities in the newspaper. profes-
ston is expl$ned by Nancy Hicks .of the New York Times:

1

-
Theissue is : . . how do you call the
story? The issue 6f quality seems to be
rotating around whether or not the
person who comes from one background
will seethe issues and judge what they

12
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. , are the same way, as . one . from a6 .

"-, different, backgrotind.' 'What we should
.. . be doing IS increasing- the' different

'i -kinds of. people who make 'those jud-
$ gmehtsc . especially in the afternoon

f, news confgences. You have different
'w people . with' ,diffeEent perceptions and

?' therein the sfaddard is set, which is not
a -.. necessarily lower, it is diffkrent and

probably, mart representative.34/

PUBLIC BROADASTIga

...
.

r

$ .
The recognition of the Government's responsibility to

promote a greater diveriity of viewpoints can be seen in t4
"developtnent of the-Corporation for Public Broadcasting. In
1967, the report of the Carnegie Commission on Educational
Television demonstrated that noncommercial broadcasting
was feeble, inadequately staffed and funded, and birely
noticed by the American publi,c.34/ ,

.

6

In 1967, there were some 125 educational television
stations in the country, reaching slightly more than six
million honk:a each week. Daily audiences usually numbered
in the' low thousands. Viewership consisted of predaninantly
hig,her income and better 'educated persons. Little in t4e-
way of national operations and support activity for 0-
ucationat television and radio existed at that time. Hag of

. the typical' station's programs came from one . sourcs.,,
National Educational Television. For educational radio, die
picture was even bleaker. With few exceptions, most 01
these radio stations were connected with educational ins-
titutions and operated on budgets of less than $25,000
annually.36/

By 1977, public brcadc.asting' bad been transforred..
The minter of CoiporatiOn for Public Broadcasting tele-
vision and radio stations had more then doubled .-- 276
for televtsion, 186 for radio. Audiences for both bad
increased significantly. Sixty percent of all televi-
sion households ,turned to public television regularly
and public radio's 'audience had more than doubled to .
4.3 million. Increasingly, minorities and families -

. .

$
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headed by skilled and unskilled working people were c'
part of the audience. Both the Public Broadcasting
Service and the National Public Radio were distribu-,
ting nearly 2,000 hours of origina] programs a year.'

46

Along -with this growth, however, have come charges
that public broadcasting is not that "public." The lack of
minority ownership, the few minorities and women in
positions of authority, and the feeling that Government, and
particularly business, were influential jn making program
choices, led to-Vresident Carter intrNucing .legislation
-designed to change the public broadcasting system.

The bill .calls for altering the responsibility of the_
Corpotation of Public Broadcasting by making it more like
an endowment or foundation and moving it away from its
current responsibility for choosing individual programs or
series. The PreOdent believes that this, will .decentralize
creative decisions and .place them further away from
potential political contro1.38/

in addition, the President calls on public broadcasters
to make available for minorities and women Government
funds appropriated for national programing as well as funds
from the pooled resources of the stations. The President
also proposes that the Public Broadcasting Ack should be
amended to allow non-Governmental licensegt:to exercise
advocate positions on public issues, thereby elkiittating the
current ban on editorializing.

,The Pr dent argues that ,increased independence
from eovernm nt does not tree stations from stewardship.
He believes that such accourrtability is best exercised+
directly by, local citizens; he therefore recommends that all
public stations open their board meetings and financial
records to the public. (This, it should be noted,, is standard
practice at the Corporationior Public Broadcasting, Public
Broadcasting, System, National Public Radio, and many
.public statidns.) Finally, the bill makes ele^* that em'
ployment di2crimination laws should be 'vigorously enforced

I t .14
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lind that financial assistance should be made available .to
assist minorities in acquiring control of public stations.39/

Two bills introduced by Rep.Lan Deerlin this year also
deal with public broadcasting. The Public Telecom-
munications Financing Act of 1978 supports the idea of op.en
board meetings and fhe enforcement of equal employment
opportunities. And the proposed rewrite of the Com-
munications Act of 1934 contains provisions for a new
Con3oration for Public Broadcasting board, revenues from a
tax on commercial broadcasters, and funds for minority
acquisition of stationt. (This bill will be discussed in detail

dieter in this 'essay.)42/

Public interest groups; such as the Citizens Com-
munidations Center, have generally ported suggestions to
operr4ip public broadcasting, altho g differing opl specific
methods to achieve these goals. articularly, the Center
believes that compliance with equal employment op-
portunities' laws should be the base standard for all
recipieng of public funds.41/

- .

Opening board meetings and financial
,

records for,
public broadcasters has expanded the limits of par-
ticipation. Participation already occurs in a number of
ways. Under FCC rules, broadcasters must ascertain the
program needs int their 'communities and make joiallable
their FCC license filings, Ude is, of course, legislative
review of allpublic funds spent on public broadcasting. And
there is the direct setting of policy by 2,667 members of the
boards of the local stations. Many of the stcitions have one
or mbre programs where members of the public can
participate directly in the programming, and the majority
have some form of affirmative action program to provide
employment for minorities,and women.42'

14

As public television spokesmen point out, the crucial
question is how to balance the need for increased public
participatiori with the need to permit individual creativity to
flourish in program production and scheduling. Too much
public participation or an improper application of par-
ticipation may drive away creative people.43/' '
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The roblem of extensive public participation has been
dealt wit by community radio stations for the last 10 years.
Number' abotjg 50, these stations (about one-third are
membe s of NaTional Ptblic Radio, two-thirds are not) have
sought 6 involve citizens in pfograming, policymaking, and
fund riiising. Oqtreach programs have been designed Io
teach broadcasting skills to alt those interested; particular
attention has been paid minorities and women. Rjther
than being° a drlitwbak, participation has- helped these
stations In developing creative programin' and serving the

. spacial needs of their commUnity.1111/ e

T.ELEVISON: VIOLENCE AND
131141*i1'S.PROGRAMMING

The past decade has witnessed the emergence of-

citZps' groups concerned with the. amount oilriolence on
. television and with the quality of programs and commercials
aimeg;Ect children. It has also seen the beginning of an

a curriculum of viewing skint for tele-
vision. and to us television as a teaching resource.

ittilthbugh violence on television had been ,widely
1. disetir9r1 during the 1.050's and 1960's -- particularly after

t1* asgitaiinatrons" IA Robert Kennedy. ,and Martin Luther
*King tiettfollt officials contended that no causal link had
beef demOilstrated in social science earth between the
yiewitt of _violence and subseque violent actions. The
first Major s 'entitic findings o refute the networks'
contention oc red. when the Surgeon General issued a
repbrt in 197 that presented evidence linking telefision
violetice and agressive behavior. This report, additional
scientific studies, and the continued escalation In the
number of violent. programs on telex ion flially led he
Parents and Teachers Association (PTA) to launch a national
aampaigitagainst violence on television.45.p

In 19701. ti 'National PTA Television Commission was
charged gathering information on the implications of
television violence..' 'the commission held eight rational
public pearings, in major poptilation centers throughout the
country. Theinajor findings of the hearings were: (1) that
children whO, viewed violent acts regularly-bn television be-
came desensitized to violence. (2) that you-tits sometimes
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performed acts of violence in direst imitation' of those seen
on televisip; (3) that violence_ was often pottrayed as the
only solution or the best solution to a problem; (4) that
the amount of violence on television sometimes leads to a
distorted perception of the real world; ant (51 that few
young viewers had critical viewing skills.46/

The PTA then formulated an actio( plan based on
these findings. PTA members applied pressure to prime7
time adVertisers, appropriate network orficials, and FCC
commissioners, as well as local station m4nagers. training
efforts were launched to help PTA members monitor
television, and PTA members were informed f their right to
petition the FCC to deny a broadcast lipens. e to their local
sta tion.47/

The PTA's campaign prove d effective. Violence on
television has been substantially reduced, this in part to the

, PTA's pressure and changing public taste.48/

Another citizen group that has been actively involved
in challengjpg television progra ing has been Action for
Children's Tblevision (ACT). L ehed by women who were
concerned 'about the quality o the programs their. children
were watching, ACT has gro into a national organization
during the last 10 years. It as helped to reduce the number
of commercials presented during an hour of Saturday
morning children's programing (from 16 minutes an hour to
91 minutes); it has pushed the networks to create a number
of innovative programs; and it has had some effect on the
amount of violence in elifldren's cartoons._42/

ACT's lobbying against commercials directed at chil-
dren has led the Federal Trade .Commissioh to begin the
formal process of a hearing on children's advertising. The
FTC will investigate the propriety and legality of television
advertising especially for highly sugared foods directed
at children. The Commission's staff has proposed several
trade regulation rules including: (1) a prohibition of all
television commercials when the viewing audience is compo-
sed of a significant proportion of children under age_ 8; (2),a



prohibition, on television advertising for those highly sugared
foods moat likely to promote dental decay when a significant
proportion' of children under age 12 are in the audifnce; and
(3) correetive advertising to balance commercials for other
sugared fockls. Most advertisers are, of course, opposed to
such ieXions, both on First Amendment and economic
grounds.g/

,

ettizen groups and several major institutions are also
moving to develop curriculums that would .each critical
viewing 'skills and use television as a teaching instrument.

.Such a program already exists in Chicago, at the St. Mary
Center for Learning. The Office of Education has sent out a
Request for PrOposal (RFP) on critical viewing skills, and
the Nation of Education is conducting a study on
the pOte ial for learning through television. Both the
National, Education Association and the PTA are beginning
to develop television curriculums, with assistance from ABC
and C13§,51/ .

PUBLIC SERVICE ADVERTISING

One vehicle for the dissemination of information about
issues is adVertising. Although most advertising consists of
commercial messages, public service advertising, advocacy
advertising,, and free- speech messages are specifically
designed to deal with areas of public concern.

Public Service Announcements (PSA) are designed for
noncommercial organizations and aired free of charge by,
broadcasters. The most prominent sponsor of such com-
mercials is the Advertising Cotineil,,,Aig0 responsible for
about"90 percent of. 'the PSA's fired on national television.
In addition, local advertising clubs or individual agencies
design 4 small number of PSA's for community groups.52/

to

Almost all PSA's are on noncontroversial topics, such
a's raising money for the Red 'Cross or the, United Negro
Fund.: Although advertisers would contend that these
Messages are without political overtones, they provide a

r
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viewpoint of the world that is slanted toward maintains
current social arrangements. As Professor David Palefer
writes

Through the values they *spouse, the
blame they. fail to attributelthe blame
they do attribute, the solUtiofis to prob
lems they propose; and by excluding
dissident groups, by refusing to consider
certain subjects and by depoliticizing
issues, PSAis contribute to consensus by
not "baring structural flaws."51V

Palez's criticism can be seen most cliarly in the
Advertising Coiincills current campaign on fhe American
'economic syStem. PSA's on this topic have 'resulted In the
_distribution of .mot'e tharl million copies of the booklet
"The American Economic System and, Your Part in It r.roly
going to schools. 'Tile booklets and additional pamphlets on
inflation, Productivity, and unemployment, contain certain
basic economic information, but.' little is said about such
stiuctural economic problems as oligopoly, nor is a detailed
description given of the labor movement.54/Another booklet,
"A Working Economy for Americans," sponsored by such
groups as the Consumer Federation of America, the National
Eslueational Association, and the American Federation of
State, County-and Municipal Employees, presents a very
difyrent view pi the economy; but it has not been as widely
dispersed because these groups do not have the same access
,to the channels of distribution as the Advertising CouneII.55/

Advocacy Advertising
: .

Many members of the business' community have been
upset by the media's coverage of the free enterprise system.
In particular, the Mobil Oil Co.. has been erred for the

I
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past several yeas in "advocacy advertising" in the area ci
energy policy. Mobil regularly runs a paid column on the 60
ed page of the New York Times the Washington Post, and
other leading newspapers. It also runs specific ad-
vertisements to correct what it believes to be false
impressions left by television and newspaper accounts of the
problems in the energy field.56/

Critics of advoCacy advertising ague th it allows
corporations an unfair advantage. 'they can pay for space;
other groups in the society, with counter viewpoints, cannot.
Professor S.Prakash Sethi has proposed the establishment of
a National Council for PuttlicInformation to deal with this

. problem. This council, which ,would be supported by
corporations sand business groups, wodld ensure adequate
media access for different groups and viewpoints that offer

Itternativcs to those advocated by the, business es-
tiblishment. The council would be composed of eminent
Persons, who would review proposals for advertising time.
The media would provide a portion of the time they
currently give totublie. service advertising to these corn-
mercials.57/

Free Speech Messages °

These messages are 30- to 60-second television spots
which allow any person or group to speak on matters of
public interest. Based on the concept that -access is
fairness, citizen groups have been able to Institute these
spots in a, number of 'television stations iin major markets,
including the San Francisco Bay area, Pittsburgh, the Thin
Cities area, Los Aitgeles, Denver, New Orleans, and the
District of'Columbiatay

Proponents of this method of access hatre had trouble
4 getting stations to move beyond the limited amount of time

they have allocated for these messages. Even supporters of
theidea content that people need help and direction in
presenting their messages. Unfortunately, commercial
stations are usually unwilling to db this, and only two public
interest advertising fir'ms are availdble in this countCy to,
help "ei tizens.59/
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To some commentators this is only to be expected.
They argue that attempts to increase access, diversity, and
participation cannot be fully successful within the current
system. Real chae will come about only after the system
is deregulated and'the potential of new technologies is fully
realized. The final section of this essay deals with these
propositions. ' ,*

. THE COMMUNICA'T'IONS ACT OF 190

The Communications Xct of 1978, introduced, by Rep.
Lionel Van Deerlin (D-Calif.) and Rep. Louis Frey (R-Fla.),
chairmen of .the House Communications Subcommittee,
revolves around a series of controversial trade-offs aimed at
reducing regulation of broadcasting. The license fee for all
users of the spectrum is the cornerstone at the legislation.

Money derived from the fee collet 'on would be
ivided four ways. It would pay all thrtials of :the

ounications Regulatory Commission, the new name of
the CC. 'It would become the sole source of Government
support for a new public broadcasting programing ettity, the
Public Telecommunications Programing Endowment. And it
would provide funds for minority ownership and rural
telecommunication development.60/

Radio, and television to a lesser extent, would be
deregulated. Radio stations would be licensed for indefinite
terms, subject to revocation only for technical violations;
they would be released from ascertainment, equal time, and
fairness doctrine requirements. The_rationale for these
changes is that since the number of radio stations now
equals the number of newspapers, the argument that radio
must be regulated because it is a scarce public resource is
no longer valid.61/

The committee believes, however, that a ncarcity
factor stilt exists in television. Many more people want to
use the resource than can be accommodated. For that
reason, the bill retains a limit on the length of television.

/-
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licenses, but extends it from the present 3 year to 5. After
10 years, the bill provides that television lcen0s, would also
shift to indefinite terms. Television would also be released
from 'ascertainment, but unlike radio, would hi required to
carry news, public affairs, and locaiy. produced-programing. ,throughout the broadcast day.

TV 'would be subject to An ' city principle" a
fairness doctrine without the trequire affirmative effort to
cover ccmtroversial issues of public i portance. But,when it
did cover controversial topics, a tel vision station would
have to do so in an equitable mann r. ;The equal time
provision is continued, and the propo d pin contemplates
doing away entirely with Federal 'regulation of cable
televiSion.62/ .

. The object of this bill is to red ce the amount of red
tape involved in broadcasting in the ope that stations will
spend more on local programing. wnerst property rights
will be protected, and the fee will' provide the funds for
creating greater diversity. The, .explosion in technology will
provide greater consumer choice; it is believed that Govern-
ment regulation will only hinder tit spirit of innovation.63/

Industry spokesmen have b en generally favorable to
the proposals, except for the fee arrangement. Citizen
groups, bowevIr, have been upiet. They argue that the
mechanisms established under the FCC to 'give citizens a
voice in broadcasting were just becoming effective. They
feel that espousing a free enterprise system of corn-
muniiation will result in a perpetuation of the inequities
that currently exist. Finally, they are, not certain that ,the
technological changes will lead to greater diversity end
-access.64/

COMMUNICATION TECHNOLOGIES

In the forefront of the new technologies is cable
televisioii. Cable has the capacity to provide up to 30
channels. Its sponsors claim that the availability of so many
ehanels will solve the access and diversity problems. They
say they are quite willing to provide one or two public
access channels if local communities allow them the right to
franchise. . 22
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Once available only in rural area, 'cable has grown
until now one of every five television homes receives non-
network programs through a cable subscription service. And
about L.6 million 'viewers are paying extra mojithly fees for
special pay ,cable channels.65/

several other technical innovations have become avail-
able. This past year has seen the introductron of videodisks

long-playing records that produce teleyisibn images as
well as sound. Videocassette rec dens' have also been
introduced. These devices tape pr .ams presented while
the owner is away, and they also ay videocassettes.
Optical fibers will soon permit using a laser beam to
transmit an almost limitless. number of chabrtels.66/

Two developments hold the most promise for com-
munications and citizen education. One is two -way, inter-i
active cable television and the other is satellite trans-
mission.":

Experiments are currently underway in the use
interactive cable in two areas Columbus, Ohio, a
Reading, Pa.' The Nube" system ,in Columbus is sponsored
by the Warner Cable Co. This system permits viewers to
talk back to their sets through an electronic device attached
to the sets. After an announcer's voice or a message
displayed biz the screen calls for an audience ,decision on
some gues:ton; viewers can punch the appropriate response
buttbn and send an electronic signal to a bankSsomputers
at Qubels Main headquarters. There the comp . tabulate
the votes and flash the results on the home screen.

This interactive device has been used. in a 'variety-of
ways from 'voting on talent contests, to. sophisticated word
and puzzle games, to obtaining public response to political
candidates: it has also been used to test pupa reaction to a
development plan proposed by thei gbvernment of Upper
Arlington, a Columbus suburb. Because the syitem can aim
programs at any segment of its audience, the finning board
was able to poll' all oT Upper Arlington's viers on the
overall plan and theri canvas those afficted by particular.
parts of the plan.67/

S
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The Reading experimeht, spensored',6y the New York
University AlternatAeldedia Center, is designed to evaluate
the use yob.two-sifiy cable television. This experiment has

11":triell tirdetermine the costs and benefits of using inter-
. active telecommunications to deliver, public seryjces and to .,

evaluate the impact of this communication technology on
senior citizens and public agencies.

.
The cable system here consists of three interconnected

neighborhood pommunication centers, as well local govelm-
ment offices, high schools, and the homes of local cable
subscribers. The programs, which are %transmitted 2 hours a
day, 5 days a week, are conceived and produced by senior
citizens and representatives of local organizations. Senior
citizens participate in virtually al) aspects of Iittinteractive
system. They are responsible for planning and developing
programs, and they art involved in the operation of the
neighborhood communication centers.68/-r-Weekly programs .eire conducted in whictj senior cit-
izens communicate directly with elected mOnieipal and
county pfficials. Senior citizens utilize tase programs to
artiqulate their preferences about public goods and services
proyided by local governmental units. Requests for infor-
mation, specific demands, and evaluations are made on local
issues.

/ The interactive system personalizes the contact be
drween citizen and public official and enhances the tra-
itional. functions of local government officials. Elected

of fictals are able to obtain ac to and regular information
on citizen concerns without

! use the system to explain t
/ace in resolving urban pro letns.

ing their offices, add also
straints and dilemmas they

Public service agencies regird the system as an
innovative means of providing outreach services which are
otherwise conducted through staff 'visits. The municipal and
county, governments view the cable as a meehatlism for
obtaining citizen feedback on public policies and programs,
while other service agenciesutilize the two-way programing
to disseminate information to clientele who are traditionally
hard to reach. 62/
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Although two-way interactive televisionlkems to have

many benefits for citizen participation, some worry that
instant plebiscites could pose problems for our republican
form of governmedt, which rests on the ideEy of informed

*opinion. They also fear the power that coulde held by
those who contrsUch programs.70/

Cable itself poses problems. Becauseof the number of
channels' it can deliver, citizens inky be flooded with
information. This might increase thenitfliculty of making
decisions about public affairs.71/

*
addition, cable might be available only to the most

affluent segments of Vle society and not to the poor'.
However, evidence evists that when cable reaches' 30
percent .of the population it will "take off." Its price will.
lower dramatically as mom and more of the population
subscribe. In addition, the advertising community at that
point will become interested in using cable to reach discrete
markets. With the ,introduction of commercials, cable's
price will fall even more.72/

Another area that may benefit citizen education is the
use of. communication satellites. Satellite ,video con-
ferencing permits co ressmen" in Washington to see, heart
and talk with gr of citizens at distant locations around
the country. n June 8, 1977, the Subcommittee an Science,
Technology, and Space of, the United Stales Senate con-
ducted a legislative hearing by means of the C
munications Technology Satellite (CTS), thi %public s Nice
communications research satellite operated jointly by th@
United States and Canada. nis ma-but one of sevefal such
experiments. Participants found that cohgcessmen reach
people effectively, that it increases citizen participation
and feedback, saves the time and energy of congressmen and i
constituents, and stimulates citizen . interest in and under-

, standing of the legislative process.73/

Proponents of this method of citizen participation
argue that satellite videocOnfereacing can become widely
available if an operational satellite system is developed for
commercial andlor public service use.74/
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The requirements of art operational system-suitable for
use by the Congress and other public service users (e.g.,
educational, health, and community groups; Federal, State,
and local government agencies). include: low-cos.t earth
terminals and satellite time, low-cost videoconferencing
studios, and ,low -cost video origination and interconnect
capability. Low-cost videoconferencing studios are possible.
now, and much Ici,f the necessary video origination and
interconnect capability already exists or is under con-
struction as part of the communications support for regular
House/Senat operations.75/

The m jor uncertainty is the vailability of low-cost
satellite ea h terminals. These terminals can be located on

tbr near. public buildings throughout the country (thus
eliminating the need for expensive landline interconnection
and minimizing frequency interference problems), and mo
bile terminals Cart..be located in small towns and rural areas
Which do not-peed RermaAent facilities.76/

$
-

Proponents, of videoconferencing and citizens groups
working to develop public interest access on satellites, are

0 united aroundone concern. They are urging that the United
States in its fireparation for the 1979 World Administrative
Radio Conference, which will allocate international fre-
quency use, give full consideration to public service needs.
The United States, they argue, should take no action or
position which would foreclose, public service video-
conferencing options or other educational and publiC interest
9se.77

THE CQMMIJNICAT1ON SYSTEM ArD THE FUTURE
,

The poist decade has seen the rise of citizen groups
desirineto break open a closed system of communication.
They have largely succeeded in destroying the legal barriers
that prevented .their participation in the system. The
;nfluence of he PTA's campaign against 'violence, plus the.
meny Jiither 1.eforms public interest groups hay .brought
altioutXlipdicates. .their growing influence withfrr the COM-

. iiittnication world. Until now there has been a fairly stable
agenda of reform: concern f program quality. format, and
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stereotyping; equal employment opportunities; access; di-
versification of ownership; enforcement of broadcasting
regulations; and viewer education. But the proposed changes
in communisations legislation and the introduction of new
technologies are changing the rules of the game.78/

The central thrust .of the major bills .before Congress
seems to be to get the Government out of the business of
regulation, to throw open commercial communications to
market fortes, to decentralize decisionmaking, and to

T promote citizen involvement -and access in public broad-
casting. The increasing number of channels and systems of
delivery of inforinatibn that are becoming available diminish
tje rationale for Government involvement in commercial
broadcasting; at the same, time, they provide the possibility .

of reaching audiences who have heretofore been excluded.79/

Numerous academics and reformers believe that the
problems of the mass media will be exacerbated rather than
diminished by the proliferation of channels for &livery and
the deregulation of communications. They' believe that the,.:
responsibility for access and diversity will remain with the
broadcasters, and the need for citizen involvement 'Will
continue.80! ,-

..

This differerit communications environment seems to
imply several charges for citizen groups.

1 . ,)

1. They will have to ensure that citizen interests are, ,,,01
protected in the areas of new technologies, from settillites, .

to to videodisks." .
i

.
2. They will need to become nvolVed in training

citizens how to use the 'media either through obtaining
access to production skills or developing their own.

3. They will need to develop, along with schools,
critical viewing skills, so that the differences in the ability
to deal with information associated with socjal and ec-
onomic status can be narrowed. .

;
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4. And they will havie to continue ,to pressure and
negotiate with media decision makers, regardless of the type
of system that will eventually emerge from Congress.

.

It appears then that the system of fre
r

doyii of
expression will depend ultimately on the desire of citizens to
have media that provide an open and dive cuskon of
public events. In a democracy, the responsibih houldiren
no place else.
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